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Abstract 

The sociology of translation represents a new field within translation studies, aiming at 

showing the relationship across texts, their translations and the society that is bound to 

them. This approach is especially interesting when studying juridical texts, as they are 

both shaped by and shapers of society. For this reason, this dissertation aims at 

investigating how two English juridical texts of the European Union related to language 

policies and their translations into Spanish do have a reciprocal relationship with the 

societies that surrounds them. To do this, the texts will be analysed following a 

sociological and a linguistic approach. The results show that effectively there is a mutual 

feedback in the original and/or target text-society binomial, as the society feeds the 

content of the juridical texts of the EU and simultaneously and in return, those texts exert 

an influence on the European countries as members of the Union. 

Keywords: Sociology of translation, European Union, English, Spanish, comparative 

analysis, juridical texts. 

 

Resumen 

La sociología de la traducción representa un nuevo campo dentro de los estudios de 

traducción, cuyo objetivo es mostrar la relación entre los textos, sus traducciones y la 

sociedad que está vinculada a ellos. Este enfoque es especialmente interesante cuando se 

estudian los textos jurídicos, ya que están formados por la sociedad y a la vez la 

conforman. Por ello, esta tesis investiga cómo dos textos jurídicos ingleses de la Unión 

Europea relacionados con las políticas lingüísticas y sus traducciones al español tienen 

una relación recíproca con las sociedades que los rodean. Para ello, se analizarán los 

textos siguiendo un enfoque sociológico y lingüístico. Los resultados muestran que existe 

una retroalimentación mutua en el binomio original y/o meta texto-sociedad, ya que la 

sociedad alimenta el contenido de los textos jurídicos de la UE y en contrapartida, esos 

textos ejercen una influencia sobre los países europeos como miembros de la Unión. 

Palabras clave: Sociología de la traducción, Unión Europea, inglés, español, análisis 

comparativo, textos jurídicos. 
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1. Introduction 

The sociology of translation represents a new approach within the fields of 

sociology and of translation. From the point of view of translation, it has been a reality 

since the early 2000s, and its relevance continues to grow nowadays as a way to interpret 

texts and their translations from a perspective that has been traditionally not considered: 

that of society. Texts, in general, are born from society itself, as authors are members of 

it; and so are their translations through the figure of the translators. This sociological link 

is even more pronounced when those texts, born from society, are aimed to regulate 

aspects of society itself, like, for instance, juridical texts of the European Union. This is 

why, in the present dissertation, we aim at demonstrating how through the lens of the 

sociology of translation, it is possible to understand the reciprocal relation between 

socially bound texts like juridical texts and their translations, and the societies reflected 

in these texts.  

This dissertation is composed by eight different sections: firstly, section 2 provides 

an understanding of the approach of the sociology of translation pivoted in two main 

issues: power relations and the concept of habitus. Then, section 3 includes the 

application of said theoretical background to the context of the European Union. In 

section 4 we introduce the main objectives of the study. Next, in section 5 there is the 

methodology of the dissertation, explaining what are the texts that are going to be 

analysed and how they are going to be analysed. Section 6 shows the main results derived 

from the analysis and section 7 represents the conclusions of the dissertation, suggesting 

also some notes on further research, given the novelty of the field. Lastly, section 8 is a 

list of references that compose the theoretical background of the dissertation, and it is 

followed by two appendixes which include integrally both texts analysed, in order to give 

a better understanding of the study.  

 

2. Understanding the sociology of translation approach 

The field of sociology of translation is a relatively new branch of both the 

disciplines which conform it. To explain the relationship established between translation 

and sociology, we will adopt the perspective of the field of translation, in which several 

shifts of focus have occurred in the last decades, provoking the appearance of the 

sociological branch which occupies the centre of this dissertation’s discussion. This 
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field’s evolution started in the 1960’s, as Zheng (2017, 28) records, when neither the 

translation nor the translator were considered to have any impact on the texts they worked 

on. Then, the field started to evolve through the 1990s, when the so-called “cultural shift” 

took place. This shift was announced by the consideration of the object of translation as 

a text affected by the source and target cultures. This represented a turning point on how 

translation needed to be addressed, as the text could no longer be understood without its 

cultural environments – of both the origin and the target languages. This cultural shift put 

the focus not only on the translations as they are but also on their translators, who 

represent in the end not only a channel through which the translation will be understood 

by the other language receptors, but also the bridge connecting the target culture – 

understood as a set of practices or attitudes that depict a society – with the original text. 

Thus, with this cultural shift of the focus of the discipline of translation, the union between 

sociology and translation started to arise and, as Zheng (2017, 29) asserts, by the 2000s 

“the sociological turn became one of the most prominent translation studies fields of 

research.” 

As a consequence derived from this sociological move in the translation field, the 

cultural surroundings of the text become essential to correctly interpret the text itself, and 

it is a member of the society – the translator – the one in charge of bringing the cultural 

context(s) to the textual reality. From this perspective, certain parameters of the sociology 

of translation, as an already established academic branch of its own, will be the theoretical 

approach adopted in the present dissertation, where the European Union’s language 

legislation will be analysed considering the social elements of field, agent, capital and 

habitus, that is, the central concepts associated with the social relations in translation, 

which will be further explored hereunder.  

 

2.1. Social power relations in the field of translation 

Social power relations need to be addressed when discussing the sociological 

dimension of translations. If we take the perspective of the French sociologist 

Bourdieu – that of genetic structuralism, a method which aims at evaluating society 

through the observation of the relations between the totality and its components – we 

assume that power relations are established between the different agents which 

conform the translational context (Sapiro 2014, 84). On the one hand, an agent is a 
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member of society, in this case, for instance, a translator, or a public officer who 

commands the translation of a given text. They establish a relationship of power among 

themselves within a context recognised as the field, which, according to Wolf (2011, 

4) is “a structured system of social positions occupied by individuals and institutions, 

[…] a system of forces, which exists between these positions, structured in terms of 

power relations.” These social positions are occupied by two types of agents within 

the field of translation: those related to the production of translations themselves – this 

includes both the translators and the receivers of those texts – who are called 

productive agents, and the dominant agents, who are essentially the institutions which 

control the sociocultural status quo (Wolf 2011, 10). Thus, the way that these two 

agents have interacted, interact, and will interact in the future, shape the ways in which 

translations are executed and received by individuals and ultimately, by society itself.  

The interaction of these social positions in the field of translation is also based 

on the types of capital that the different types of agents possess (Wolf 2011, 4). Capital 

is defined as “the accumulated labour which enables groups of agents to appropriate 

social energy (Zheng 2017, 28).” In other words, the capital is the social tools 

accumulated through life and granted by the context in which individuals and groups 

have been raised or formed. An example of a social tool would be, for instance, the 

possession and usage of a certain language in a certain cultural context: a social tool 

of a Spanish native speaker would be Spanish itself. In this case, the capital possessed 

by Spanish natives would be of a cultural type, but there are other types of capital used 

as social tools: economic, social, and symbolic. Out of these four types, there are two 

that are of special importance for the topic of the present dissertation: the symbolic 

and the cultural capital. The former has an exclusive version within the field of 

translation (Wolf 2012, 136), meaning that the symbolic capital of a translator is not 

the same as the one possessed by a teacher, for instance. If the symbolic capital of a 

teacher is the prestige he/she receives through the material used to teach his/her 

students, in the case of a translator (Wolf 2011, 4) his/her symbolic capital is the 

prestige received through the texts that he/she has to translate in this specific societal 

exchange. These texts are also cultural goods in the sense that they provide society 

with cultural capital expressed, for instance, in the knowledge that the translator grants 

to the receivers of the texts.  
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But the cultural capital is possessed not only by productive agents like 

translators but also by dominant agents, those in control positions who mark the center 

of power and force, and rule power relations in a way that will benefit them in order 

to prolong their strong position in society. These agents are also usually authoritative 

in terms of their economic and cultural capital, that is, they have the means and the 

knowledge to support their own goals. In the case of the field of translation, an example 

of a dominant agent would be the publishing companies which usually decide what is 

worth being translated and what is not. As Wolf (2011, 6) puts it, they are the ones 

who “initiate a translation” and thus “have power in their hands”. That is, the dominant 

agents within the field of translation are the ones to decide, for instance, what 

languages are at the centre of a given translation. And so, the agents that actually 

produce translated texts are subordinated to the dominant agents. But, at the same time, 

the later need the productive agents to actually have those texts translated. 

Therefore, the productive agents involved with the production of translations do 

possess a strong form of symbolic capital as well – as mentioned above, the translated 

texts grant them prestige, given that they represent their work and contribution to 

society – only that it has always been silenced mainly by the dominant agents, exerting 

like that an unbalanced power relationship between both types of agents. However, a 

translation occurs not only because a dominant force like those dominant agents wants 

it to happen, but because it is produced by the productive agents, that is, the translators. 

In fact, the translators are the actors, the ones who shape the translations of texts in a 

more direct way: they execute the direct appropriation of a translated text through the 

act of translating itself, as explained by Sapiro (2014, 82). They are the ones who 

decide what words should be used, and thus they are the ones who ultimately shape 

what is going to be received by the target society. It is certainly paradoxical how the 

potential of translators as crucial and necessary cultural mediators has been shadowed 

by their own ‘invisible’ status within the field (Sapiro 2014, 83). To further understand 

the role of translators, the concept of habitus needs to be addressed. 

 

2.2. The concept of habitus 

The habitus situates the translator as an agent in the sociology of translation. 

Sapiro (2014, 84), reformulating Bourdieu’s theory, defines the concept of habitus as 
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– referring to translators – “their cultural and ethical disposition and the kind of 

resources they possess (economic, cultural, and social capital) according to their 

family background, education, and social trajectory.” This definition might be similar 

to that provided about cultural capital on section 2.1, however there is a basic 

difference: the habitus includes all the capitals within it, the habitus is the provider of 

all types of capital. That is, the habitus of the translator within this field is shaped by 

the culture they were raised in – a Spanish native translator’s habitus is marked by 

Spain’s cultures and ways of understanding life. Sapiro (2014, 91) adds that the habitus 

is constructed through the interaction – and competition – with other translators within 

the field: the habitus or the translators’ background sociocultural trajectory may differ 

from one translator to other in such a way that, taking institutional translators as an 

instance, these differences may lead to changes in the translated texts. In fact, every so 

often, institutional texts (e.g., legal regulations, policies, etc.) need to be revised, given 

that they need to follow the advancements of society, given the fact that these texts are 

born basically to regulate certain elements of social life. It is inevitable then, that if an 

original institutional text suffers an alteration, its translation changes as well, and the 

ones in charge of doing so, generally a different translator than the one who performed 

the first translation, have to establish their own position as professionals in order to 

make their own interpretation of a text as valid as the former has been for several years 

– sometimes texts are not revised in decades. Following the sociocultural trajectory of 

a translator, which shapes the habitus, then it is also important to consider that, for 

instance, an English text translated into Spanish by a Spanish translator will contain a 

series of nuances that will differ from those added by a French translator to a French 

version of the same English text. These nuances, that are the translator’s interpretation 

of the text, are key for their development of a given translation as different target 

cultures lead to different target texts, that is, translations are affected by the different 

habitus of the translator(s). 

As part of the habitus or the sociocultural trajectory of the translator – the way 

of understanding the world–, the translator’s language inextricably affects his/her 

translations. As Wolf (2011, 3) states, the translation has to be considered always 

within a context to be fully understood, and ideally, within two contexts: the origin 

culture and the target culture. In the end, translating itself is accomplished by 

individuals who pertain to the social system – translators are members of society and 
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have a cultural background – and translation is a phenomenon that is related to social 

institutions – the dominant agents (Zheng 2017, 29). Thus, the translator must have as 

part of his/her habitus not only his own cultural capital, but also the knowledge of the 

original language and the original culture (also cultural capitals) to function as an 

effective channel of communication. 

Thus, the concepts of field, agent, capital, and habitus are crucial within the field 

of sociology of translation and like that, to the analysis of translations that will be 

carried out on this dissertation regarding the EU’s language policies. From this specific 

viewpoint, it is clear that we could not have a translation without its agents, both 

dominant – the European institutions, in our case – and productive – the translators of 

judiciary texts. These agents are jointly linked to a field that is the European political 

and economic system where they interact and create translations. The way in which 

they interact within said field is crucially marked by their habitus, that is, their 

trajectories as human beings and as professionals, and within it, by their cultural 

capital, represented here in the languages involved in a given translation (English and 

Spanish, in our case); and by their symbolic capital, that is the prestige granted by the 

realisation of that work. All the elements that have been hereby discussed in this 

section 2 will be applied then to the context of the EU for a better approach to the texts 

that will be analysed in this dissertation. 

 

3. The sociology of translation applied to the analysis of the EU language 

As the sociology of translation approach is the theoretical perspective adopted in 

our analysis of the juridical language used in translations performed within the European 

Union (EU), all the concepts defined in section 2 will be linked on this part 3 to this 

concrete context. From this perspective then, the field of the social interaction our 

research is focused on is the EU and how the language policy followed by this institution 

affects the translations of English juridical texts into Spanish. The concepts of agent(s) 

and habitus are also acknowledged in our proposed analysis as certain power relationships 

between these two elements will be explored to understand the sociological spectrum of 

the EU multiple cultures – i.e. the Spanish and English cultures being the habitus 

contrasted. In the following sections, all these concepts related to these texts and context 

will be further discussed. 
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3.1. The EU juridical texts as the translation product  

There are three main ways of applying sociology of translation to the reality of 

the field of translation according to Wolf (2007). Each one is ruled by where the focus 

of the analysis is put: the process, the product, or the agents. Sociology of ‘the 

translation process’ addresses the components that build the development of a 

translation: for instance, what are the social norms that bound a translation, such as 

work relations, that is, the relationship between the translator and the client that 

requires the translation. Then, sociology of the ‘translation product’ focuses on 

studying how the text is received by society and how it is affected by it – an example 

of this could be the translation of the Bible into Spanish: it has marked not only the 

understanding of religious concepts, but also the wording of religious rituals that affect 

a chiefly Christian society and way of living. Lastly, the sociology of the ‘translation 

agents’ puts the focus mainly on the productive agent’s context of action – that of the 

translator – to understand how these professionals construct society through their 

work, and to what extent these effects last. Although for this dissertation we will 

mainly focus on the sociology of the ‘translation product’, given that the analysis of 

both target and original texts will be analysed, the process of translation and the agents 

will be taken also into consideration, as there is no translation without combining the 

three elements simultaneously.  

When applying this classification to the analysis of the field of the EU language 

policy through juridical texts, it is crucial to first associate each concept previously 

discussed on section 2 to the specific EU context. Like that, we find that the dominant 

agents are personified in the form of the Institution itself, the EU: and within it, in the 

form of those EU member countries that possess the higher economic, cultural, and 

symbolic capital. To exemplify this, we can think of United Kingdom – an already 

former member – or members such as France or Germany, who chiefly rule the 

European context1. Thus, the dominant agents will always try to possess the 

 
1 Within this EU context, another example of dominant agents are the taxpayers, as can be seen in the 

official European Union’s website (https://europa.eu/european-union/abouteuropa/language-policy_en): 

When addressing the language policies, in the text contained in that source, it is explicitly recognised that 

an official website will be translated according to the interest of principal taxpayers. Therefore, these 

taxpayers or dominant agents, although not identified as particular officials, are the owners of that economic 

power – the capital. 
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sociocultural status quo’s head through the investment of their capital: an instance of 

this is the crucial presence of English as lingua franca in the EU instead of the existence 

of real multilingualism in the Institution, hinting that the United Kingdom’s 

investment on cultural capital – language – has been higher than the rest, which has 

also been possible due to this country’s powerful possession of the other forms – 

mainly economic – of capital. 

Then, the social context that surrounds the EU juridical texts is found in both the 

origin and target cultures and societies – that is, the habitus – and the agents in charge 

of the production are the translators – the productive agents – who work for the EU – 

the dominant agent – and are thus bound to their powerful position. However, these 

juridical texts are not only affected by that context, as they are also key elements which 

shape society: this will be furtherly explored in the next sub-section.  

 

3.2. The effects of juridical texts in cultural relations 

As shown in previous sections, the sociology of translation is a new research 

area that has become useful to show how the relations of power in the field of 

translation are predominant in today’s society. Additionally, it reflects how important 

it is for translators to be conscious of their social background and, in exchange, how 

the texts they produce influence on society. More specifically, it is crucial to 

understand the power of certain texts, like the juridical ones, exert back in society and 

the effects that they have in cultural relations. Berneking (2016, 267) defines the 

translator as “a social agent who is at the same time both constructed by society and 

constructing within society, affected and affecting all the elements in these social 

networks.” This means that the translator thus embodies a reciprocal relation with the 

text and the culture which is then transmitted into the text: he/she is the channel 

between both entities.  

Therefore, not only the translator is in contact with elements such as the receivers 

of the texts or the original authors, but also the texts are in contact with society itself. 

Juridical texts in particular affect cultural relations, and vice versa. When applying this 

to the context of the EU, concretely the legislation related to cultural aspects (or 

cultural capital) such as language policies, it becomes evident that the texts (both 

cultural and symbolic capital) used in this specific linguistic context are shaping the 
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way that the target society should conceive their own cultural capital in relation to 

other surrounding societies’ capital – for instance, when the EU regulates legislation 

issues where different official languages are mentioned, the Spanish language occupies 

a certain place in comparison with other official languages of the UE that will make 

Spain’s cultural capital to be conceived as higher or lower in relation to other 

countries’ cultural capital (like France’s or Poland’s, for instance). However, there is 

sometimes a conflict between what is intended with the redaction of juridical texts and 

what reality ends up being: society cannot be entirely modulated by a concrete written 

text, though it is affected to some extent. An example of this will be explored in this 

dissertation, when the content of the language policies of the EU does not correspond 

with the linguistic or sociocultural realities of the Institution: multilingualism 

understood as a balanced compendium of various official languages is an asset of the 

EU, but it is not a reality, given that English is the predominant force in the Institution 

and the predominant lingua franca in most European societies.  

 

4. The main objectives of the study 

The aim of this dissertation is to show how through the field of sociology of 

translation it is possible to better understand the translations of juridical texts as more 

than simple products to be used in a juridical institution, but as cultural and symbolic 

goods which have a place in two cultures, as Bassnett and Lefevere affirm (c.f. Wolf 

2010, 33): 

There is always a context in which the translation takes place, always a history from which 

a text emerges and into which a text is transposed. [...] Translation as an activity is always doubly 

contextualized since the text has a place in two cultures. (1990, 11) 

So, the context within which a translation happens is at the basis of the process of 

translation. Then, it is crucial to understand the context of the translation considering not 

only one culture but two, which in the case of this dissertation, are both the English and 

the Spanish culture.  

On another note, the relation between translations and society should be reciprocal, 

as translations affect society – as already exemplified in section 3 – and society affects 

them – in the way that language evolves within a given society. That is, the objective of 

this dissertation is also to observe the existence of these bidirectional effects between 
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juridical texts (translations or versions) and social relations in the context of the EU. This 

will be shown through the analysis and comparison of the Spanish and English versions 

of two different linguistic policies of the European Union, aiming at demonstrating the 

importance of those texts in the way that European society is formed and evolves 

linguistically and it affects the construction of future juridical texts in return. 

 

5. Methodology 

Prior to the proper application of the aspects discussed in sections 2 and 3, we will 

hereby describe the procedure with which the analysis of the texts will be accomplished. 

It will cover two aspects which are sociological the ones and the linguistic ones in order 

to elaborate an analysis that addresses the sociological dimensions of two Institutional 

texts of the European Union. It is crucial to consider that both aspects are correlated, and 

even though a distinction is going to be made in order to propose a description of the 

procedure of the dissertation, both can and in fact will end up being intermingled.  

 

5.1. The texts  

Two texts will be analysed: they are written specialised juridical texts belonging 

to the European Union legislation that addresses the issue of the use of language(s) in 

the institution. Text 1, p. 385–386 (Regulation No 1 determining the languages to be 

used by the European Economic Community, 1958) – the English original text and its 

translation into Spanish (Reglamento No 1 por el que se fija el regimen lingüístico de 

la Comunidad Económica Europea, 1958) –, is part of the first agreement of the EU, 

and as such, the original text was written only in German, French, Italian and Dutch. 

It seems obvious that it is impossible that the three languages were the original 

language of the text, as for its redaction only one must have been used as ‘lingua 

franca’, but no clear conclusions are made about which language out of the four was 

the original one. Ever since, this text dealing with which languages and how they are 

to be used in the European Community was translated into diverse other languages, 

like Spanish, as other member countries were adhered to the EU.  

Then, to see how that first legislation has evolved and so affected differently the 

European society (or vice versa), we will also consider Text 2, p. 59–64 
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(Multilingualism: an asset for Europe and a shared commitment European Parliament 

resolution, 2010) – again, the English original text and its translation into Spanish 

(Multilingüismo: una ventaja para Europa y un compromise compartido, 2010) –, 

which is the current legal text marking the linguistic policy of the EU. In this text, the 

main theme is the declaration of multilingualism as a main goal of the Institution. This 

was also declared in Text 1, however, it has not been yet achieved. According to the 

EU, there is multilingualism, but the reality is different. Bielsa (2017, 2) describes 

English as the “McLanguage’ of a globalised ‘McWorld’, or as the ‘Eurospeak’ of our 

multilingual continent.” As happens with Text 1, we will be taking the English 

versions of Text 2 as the “original” one given that English is considered right now as 

the lingua franca of the European Union; and the Spanish text, as a version or 

translation of the same.  

Therefore, it is clear that the two texts about language regulations under analysis 

have also important implications from a sociological viewpoint, which will be 

explored in the following section. 

 

5.2. Sociological aspects 

As for the sociological aspects that will be analysed in both texts, 1 and 2, the 

habitus or context of the productive agent or translator (see section 2) is intrinsically 

linked to that of the text, and that is what will be studied mainly through the exploration 

of the cultural and social settings surrounding both texts. More specifically, to carry 

out a sociological analysis of the texts, it is important to focus firstly on the habitus 

that surrounds both documents. When the EU was first formed, the members of the 

Institution were only Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West 

Germany. Nonetheless, power relations were already stablished, and France was the 

leader of these countries – Robert Schuman, who proposed the Treaty of Rome, was 

French. In this political context the first regulation was born, including Text 1, the first 

text to be analysed in this dissertation. On it there is already a predisposition to 

implement a form of multilingualism, however French was at the centre of the 

discussions between the different members, and thus that original asset was never 

accomplished at the time. 
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Text 2 is set in an entirely different world – 52 years separate each other. In 

2010 the EU was formed by 27 member states within an already globalised world with 

the United States of America at its head, and countries like the United Kingdom, 

Germany, or France at the head of the Institution itself. Sapiro (2014, 86) discusses 

that this globalisation increased the presence of translations around the world 

significantly, but it did not mean a diversification: it was the contrary, these 

translations were concentrated around the English language, provoking thus a strong 

asymmetry between English as lingua franca and the rest of the EU languages. In this 

socio-political context, a treaty referring to the language policies of the EU arose 

(being Text 2 part of it), with multilingualism as its main focus as the non-English-

speaking dominant agents were conscious of the risks of the over-presence of the 

English language within the institution. 

Thus, having considered the habitus of the texts, the content itself of the 

documents – both the here assumed as originals and the translations or versions – will 

be explored in order to see the correlation of the content with the reality of society, 

and if those measures were reflected in reality or not. Additionally, in order to observe 

if there is any kind of reciprocity between this reality from each historical context 

(1958 vs. 2010) and the translations produced from both texts, we also took into 

consideration the linguistic analysis of each target text. 

 

5.3. Linguistic reflection of the sociological aspects 

As part of the habitus of the translator, given that language is part of it, the 

linguistic aspects of the text cannot be overlooked. In fact, it is central since language 

is part of the cultural capital which conforms the social tools of the translator (see 

section 2). The way to address this in both texts is focusing mainly on the lexical 

changes from the English text into the Spanish one. This is so because it will show the 

translator2’s attitude toward the content, and how this affects the way the target public 

will be receiving it. These lexical changes might signify a change in the content’s 

sense, thus, a change in the semantic prosody – this refers to how the discourse of a 

 
2 Unfortunately, there is no chance of knowing directly who that person might have been, as there is no 

acknowledgement of his/her identity when researching about those texts, a circumstance that leads to 

consider that the translator’s or productive agent’s invisibility (mentioned in section 2.1) is still an issue in 

this specialized translation field. 
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text, written in this case, can be perceived in a negative or positive way by the receivers 

of that product –, which will be the central linguistic point of analysis in the Spanish 

translations.  

 

6. Analysis and discussion of Texts 1 and 2 and their translations 

On this section of the dissertation, the analysis of both texts previously discussed 

will be accomplished following the two branches which conform the sociology of 

translation approach: first, the sociological analysis – which has the main role on the field 

– and then, a linguistic analysis of some aspects of the texts.  

 

6.1. Sociological analysis 

6.1.1. Text 1: the absence of multilingualism 

One of the main points that strikes us when reading the assumed original version of 

Text 1 from a sociological perspective is that the European Council only considered four 

main languages when it was redacted in 1958 (see Appendix 1): “The official languages 

and the working languages […] shall be Dutch, French, German and Italian” (Article 1). 

Again, it is important to remember that when the EU was formed, the member countries 

were Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West Germany. Whereas 

at first sight the choice of using said languages seems fair – the four chosen languages are 

official languages of said countries – if we take the case of the Netherlands, for instance, 

there are other co-official languages that co-exist in the territory, such as West Frisian 

and Papiamento, which were disregarded when composing Text 1. In the end, Text 1 is 

soaked by its socio-historical context given that it was the beginning of a Union of 

countries unprecedented after two World Wars that were originated in Europe. But 

unfortunately, what Text 1 gave back to a great part of the European society – in an 

example of reciprocity between the texts and the reality that surrounds them – is a sense 

of disconnection, instead of unification. Only four languages – cultural capital – are 

considered ‘worthy’ of being the official languages of this Union, and, if we put ourselves 

in the shoes of a Papiamento speaker reading this text in 1958, we will feel like our 

language, our capital, is going to be completely disregarded in this new European field, 

almost condemned to disappearing. This hints us that equal multilingualism – that did not 
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appear as a term in Text 1 – was not really consideration at a time, even though it appears 

that a multilingualism of only four main languages is proposed. Therefore, the reciprocal 

and so bi-directional relationship between the text and the society is proven in this case 

as the social reality gives form to the textual content of the original text and, at the same 

time and in return, the content of the original text makes the society to relegate one 

cultural capital to non-existence highlighting others’. 

Nonetheless, when we look at the Spanish version of Text 1, we find out that in its 

headline – one of the most visible parts of a text –, the translator chose to interpret 

“Regulation nº1 determining the languages to be used by the European Economic 

Community” as “Reglamento n° 1 por el que se fija el regimen lingüístico de la 

Comunidad Económica Europea”. The utterance ‘languages to be used’ could have been 

directly translated as ‘los idiomas que se van utilizar’, for example, but by choosing 

‘régimen lingüístico’, the translator gives the Spanish version a less individual reference 

to non-used languages than in the English text and so providing a more inclusive attitude 

in the target text-Spanish society reciprocity. Again, in the English version we can grasp 

that a multilingualism of four languages is proposed, whereas in the Spanish version, we 

see hints of a change toward a more complex linguistic reality. This can be explained by 

when did the United Kingdom join – 1973 – and when did Spain – 1986. The different 

versions that appeared of this text  whenever a country joined the EU are considered as a 

special edition translated into the different official languages. Then, there is a gap of 

thirteen years between each merging during which English started to become that 

‘McLanguage’ that Bielsa (2017) wrote about – see section 5.1.– and language 

globalisation started to represent a worry for non-English speaking countries, Spain 

among them, which began to regard their cultural capital, represented in their languages, 

at stake.  

However, when paying attention to another main point of Text 1, we discover that 

something similar to multilingualism was intended to be applied by the Council, when 

they stated that “Regulations and other documents of general application shall be drafted 

in the four official languages” (Article 4). Here, we see the clear intention to equalise the 

importance of the four languages chosen in order not to position one on top of another. 

This intention is not without its flaws, as it results highly improbable for a Council to 

redact texts such as Text 1 simultaneously in four different languages. It represented a 

problem solved within this same juridical text, as if we look at Article 6, the Council also 
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stated that “the institutions of the Community may stipulate in their rules of procedure 

which of the languages are to be used in specific cases.” So, four languages shall be 

used at the same time, but since it is clearly unrealistic, the Institutions shall choose one 

of the four to communicate. The Spanish version of this confirms what has been attested 

in the previous paragraph, since once again the translator juggles with the Spanish 

language: “Las instituciones podrán determinar las modalidades de aplicación de este 

régimen lingüístico en sus reglamentos internos.” Avoiding, like so, to state that a 

language was on top of the rest, wanting to give the Spanish receivers of the target text a 

lesser tone.  

The content of Text 1, studied from a sociological perspective, leaves the reader 

with the feeling that there were first and second-rate languages not only within the 

different regions of the Union, but also within the so-called four official languages; or 

what is the same, the cultural capital of a great part of the European society was 

disregarded in favour of that of the other part. This original text then clearly reflects a 

Europe that needed unification after two World Wars, but in the wanting of that, many 

members of that same society were disconnected from their own cultural capital and thus, 

their own identity. This disconnection, however, some years later in the Spanish version, 

was slightly attenuated.  

 

6.1.2. Text 2: the absence of correspondence between content and reality 

Text 2 is structured in three well differentiated parts, with the two first parts serving 

as a path to understand the third one. The first content part, marked by dashes, explores 

past texts which are a base for the construction of the present. The second part, marked 

by different letters, marks the considerations taken into account when composing the text 

(see Appendix 2). Both parts are fostering in a way the third and last part – the longest 

part as well – where the European 2010 Council enumerated a series of fifty-one remarks 

concerning their language policies. We say that the two first parts foster the third one 

because they gave like that a background to Text 2: by referencing other texts, they 

recognised the symbolic and cultural capital that was present when writing Text 2. This 

happens in both English and Spanish versions of the text.  

Contrary to Text 1, when analysing Text 2 through the sociological lens we find 

that multilingualism is indeed very much present in it: it is mentioned 24 times in the 
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relatively short span of 6 pages – in Text 1 it is mentioned a total of zero times, so this is 

a considerable change. On the considerations part, we find that the Council stated that 

“multilingualism is of increasing importance in the context of relations between Member 

States, cohabitation in our multicultural societies, and in the Union’s common policies” 

(61) directly recognising the role of multilingualism, as means to seek unity between the 

different societies and countries of the EU. This is repeated throughout the text on several 

occasions, stating once and again that it is an objective of the Institution to achieve that 

multilingualism. When looking at its translation into Spanish, the correspondent term 

‘multilingüismo’ appears the same amount of times it appeared on the English counterpart 

to transmit the same idea: that the EU is really trying to achieve multilingualism as a 

reality within the social life of the Institution. This over-presence of the term can be 

explained when looking at the single appearance of its socio-cultural counterpart: 

‘globalisation’, translated as ‘globalización’ in the Spanish version, which is mentioned 

as well on the considerations part of the text where the Council asserts that “linguistic and 

cultural diversity have a significant impact on the daily life of citizens of the European 

Union due to media penetration, […] advancing globalisation” (60). This quote can be 

interpreted as a way of saying that, given that in society we find globalisation, the 

European society needs that multilingualism as a means to preserve that daily life marked 

by diversity. In other words, the dominant agents – the European Council – observed that 

globalisation was jeopardising cultural diversity – cultural capital – and created this text 

as a means to stop it from happening. Society fed this text through the increasing presence 

of globalisation but, it is also interesting to consider in which ways the text influenced 

society back – if in any way. In this respect, we should take into consideration that in the 

bi-directional influence in the binomial text-society, it seems that the first or earlier 

direction of the movement is from society to texts, while in the movement in the opposite 

direction (texts’ influence on society) the effects are reflected later and it takes longer to 

be perceived back in the society.  

We observe that Text 2 is mainly composed of fifty-one points where the 

importance of having a multilingual reality is explained and insistently proposed. This 

perspective may apparently contrast with the Institution’s current contradictory attitude 

towards multilingualism in their official webpage, where there is a section – within the 

language policy site – where the Institution explains to the members of society why a 

webpage or text is not translated into their language: “some sites are only available in 2 
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or 3 languages - or even just one (usually English).” This goes directly against point 6 of 

Text 2, where it is stated “the importance of translation, both literary and technical, in the 

lives of citizens and for the EU’s long-term development” (61). This same importance is 

stated in Spanish with the translation of this part being almost direct: “la importancia de 

la traducción, tanto literaria como técnica, en la vida de los ciudadanos y para el desarrollo 

a largo plazo de la UE.” The juridical Text 2 included a series of points eleven years ago 

that do not correspond completely with our new reality as such, given that in the end, the 

real importance continues to be given to English mainly (bilingual education) – and 2 or 

3 other languages – as said on the example already mentioned of the official EU site. 

However, it depends on what is understood by “multilingualism” (as 3 languages implies 

multi- already) the point is that the cultural capital will be reduced to only 3 – presumably 

English, French and German, it is not clearly stated – where English is still at the 

forefront. As explained by Leal (2016, 4), while the EU is officially multilingual – and it 

promotes multilingualism with different programmes – in reality, it is more a monolingual 

Institution with English at its centre. Yes, multilingualism is aimed to be achieved but it 

is contradictory how in fact only a few languages are at the heart of said multilingualism. 

Like this, the European citizen continues to perceive the sense that there are first and 

second-rate languages within the Institution, playing along with the globalisation that is 

supposedly feared.  

Lastly, another important aspect of Text 2 needs to be mentioned from the 

sociological perspective: the recognition of the role of the productive agents – the 

translators – within the field of the EU. This can be seen in point 10, where there is a 

proposition to introduce “a European Day of the Translator and Interpreter, taking account 

of and raising the profile of these professions […]” (61). This part has been translated 

into Spanish as “propone que se establezca un día europeo del traductor y el intérprete o 

se tomen en consideración y se valoricen estas profesiones […]” which is very much 

similar to the original, without any interpretation from the part of the translator – he/she 

wanted this message to be transmitted integrally. This might have been because it is 

highly remarkable given the fact that this significantly feeds the symbolic capital of these 

agents, that is, they gain recognition from the dominant agents in front of the whole of 

the European society. However, the European Day of the Translator and Interpreter is not 

yet a thing – once again, Text 2 does not fully correspond with the current reality of the 

Institution.  
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In general, the sociological analysis of both Texts and their translations results in 

the fact that there are two main issues that are affected by the reciprocal relationship 

between society and juridical texts’ translations: the issue of translation itself, and that of 

multilingualism. On Text 1, multilingualism nor translation are considered in the English 

version, however there are some differences on the Spanish version as it hints a social 

change in the way society itself regarded its own cultural capital: all languages started to 

be equally important, and this is made more explicit in the Spanish version of Text 1. This 

trajectory was completed, with time, when Text 2 was written and translated, as 

multilingualism is recognised as of utter importance, and the role of the translator too. 

However, the reciprocity between what was translated and what it reflected back into 

society was partly violated in the way that eleven years later, some of the said changes 

that appear on Text 2 are yet to be a reality. Both Text 1 and 2 are influenced by the social 

changes and events of their respective moments, however Text 2 appears to not have 

impregnated well the society of the EU yet where the against-globalization attitude of the  

Institution seems contradictory with the fact of their cultural capital being almost only 

the English language, which is being used in the last decades as the main linguistic vehicle 

to reach globalization.  

 

6.2. Linguistic reflections of the sociological analysis 

6.2.1. Text 1: the vision of the productive agent 

When analysing Text 1 from a linguistic perspective, we take the view of the 

translator or productive agent and we discover that there were some significant changes 

made from the English version into the Spanish one. First and foremost, the bigger 

headline that reads “the council” in the English version was omitted when translated into 

Spanish. This gives the Spanish version a less serious look when compared to the English 

counterpart, and this can be interpreted as a way not to uncover who is the dominant 

agent: the council. 

In this same sense, we opine that when the translator decided to interpret “el 

presente reglamento será obligatorio en todos sus elementos y directamente applicable en 

cada Estado miembro” as a translation for “this Regulation shall be binding in its entirety 

and directly applicable in all Member States” instead of using ‘en todos los Estados 
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miembros’; the translator intended to reduce the tone of the text considering their Spanish 

habitus, that is, their way of understanding the world from a Spanish perspective. We 

cannot assume that the translator was a native Spanish speaker, but we do assume that by 

acquiring the knowledge of a cultural capital represented in learning Spanish, he or she 

did indeed acquire a series of experiences and ways of seeing the world from the 

perspective of Spanish society. Like so, the translator was influenced by the habitus when 

understanding that ‘en todos’ could sound more like a direct obligation for the Spanish 

society than ‘en cada.’ 

Another aspect that has to be marked here is a change of order in the enumeration 

of languages in Article 1. In English, the order is like so: “Dutch, French, German, and 

Italian.” However, in Spanish, the translator decided to order them like so: “el alemán, el 

francés, el italiano y el neerlandés.” This can represent that the translator’s habitus – his 

life experience – led him/her to change the order of importance of each country or 

language in front of the others. He or she did not change the order anywhere else in the 

text, and this is so deliberate that leads us to believe that in the 80s in the power 

relationship between the productive agents and the dominant ones, some of the dominant 

agents – Germany as the institutional part of the EU – seemed to be more powerful (to 

the productive agent or the Spanish translator at least) than the others, showing also how, 

according to his/her habitus – that is, their cultural and life experience –, countries or 

languages such as French or Italian – these language being cultural capitals – come earlier 

than Dutch in the order of importance.  

There are no further linguistic elements analysable in Text 1 relevant for the 

discussion of this dissertation, specially given that this Text 1 is comparatively shorter 

than Text 2 – one single page vs. six pages. However, given that Text 1 is so short, what 

has been found from a linguist perspective is rather interesting for the sociology of 

translation’s perspective.  

 

6.2.2. Text 2: Spanish in all its glory 

If in Text 1 we saw that the tone of the translation was more precise and closer to 

the original in English, in Text 2 what needs to be highlighted is the opposite: the 

translator chose to display the Spanish language in all its glory through a series of devices, 

instead of persecuting a major resemblance to the English language. First, there is a 
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significant use of synonyms to refer to the same word that is constantly repeated in 

English: for instance, ‘asset’, which is repeated 6 times in Text 2, is translated as ‘ventaja’, 

‘active’, ‘bien’, and ‘valor añadido’; the word ‘stresses’, repeated 8 times, is translated in 

the Spanish version as ‘considera fundamental’, ‘subraya’, ‘considera muy importante’, 

‘destaca’, ‘resalta’, ‘considera’ – alone – and ‘observa la necesidad.’ All this display of 

Spanish synonyms to refer to terms that are simply constantly repeated in English gives 

the reader a sense of diversity when comparing both languages, and the translator must 

have been aware of so when performing his or her job. We believe that he or she, 

mastering the Spanish language – cultural capital –, understood that the repetition of the 

same term in this language is received as a poor elaboration of writing, and thus decided 

to diverse from the English version – in English this repetition might be perceived as well 

as a formality – by elaborating a wide arrange of synonyms. 

Besides this daunting presence of synonyms, we have found that the translator 

entered also to assess certain concepts that are not assessed like so at all in the English 

version. Like this, the productive agent’s “invisibility” is not so obvious here, given that 

in this power relationship he/she contributes to the content of the article with his/her own 

habitus. For instance, when in the English version we find the sentence “The EU 

welcomes the submission of the Commission…” (61), in the Spanish version we have 

“acoge con agrado” (61). The addition of the adverbial to the verb, instead of having 

translated the verb ‘welcome’ literally as ‘da la bienvenida’ hints a reinforcement of the 

emotion that is common in Spanish, but not necessarily needed when translating this text. 

From this stressing of a positive emotion toward the content of Text 2, we can grasp that 

the productive agent’s intention here is to transmit that positiveness to the receivers of 

the text – the population.  

The linguistic analysis of both Texts 1 and 2 and their correspondent translations 

hint a marked linguistic evolution on the way the productive agents – the translators – 

managed the cultural capital represented both in the Spanish language. On Text 1, there 

are some changes related to the semantic prosody that seem intended to lower the tone of 

the content in general, as the English version of it seems more serious and has 

comparatively stronger wording than the Spanish one. This tendency of lowering the tone, 

or making it sound less serious, continued when Text 2 was translated into Spanish. 

However, there is a further linguistic change on Text 2, when instead of following a more 

‘conservative’ translation of the text – that is, creating a more direct translation – the 
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translator opted for a considerable augmentation in the number of synonyms utilised – 

when compared to the English counterpart – and a certain inclusion of adjectives and 

adverbs that hint a value judgement that might have been unintentional but, considering 

the parameters provided by the field of the sociology of translation, is provoked by the 

translator’s habitus – specially because Text 2 directly addresses the profession and 

recognises its importance.  

 

7. Conclusion and further research  

The present dissertation has aimed to show how the field of sociology of translation 

is a new field that results as an effective way to further understand the translations of 

juridical texts as elements both shaped by and that shape the society that surrounds them, 

in this case two juridical texts of the EU related to language policies. To do this, the 

approach of the field of sociology of translation was firstly discussed, exploring the three 

main concepts related to this field within translation studies: agent – members of society 

involved in the translation –, field – the context in which those members interact –, capital 

– the social tools granted by the cultural context –, and habitus – the cultural context 

itself, the professional trajectory of an agent. Then, all these concepts were translated into 

the context of the EU, more specifically on the sociological and linguistic analysis of two 

juridical texts on language policies and their respective translations. As a result, we have 

attested that there certainly is a bidirectionality between the original and target texts and 

the original and target societies of the EU. However, we have found that Text 1 (1958) 

presents a content that corresponds more effectively to the social reality than what can be 

attested from Text 2 (2010): this might be related to the fact that Text 1 has been more 

time published than Text 2 – there is a gap of fifty-two years between both, and like this, 

Text 1 has had more time to accommodate within society than Text 2. Then, we have seen 

that there is certain reciprocity between society and the texts also on the linguistic 

reflection of the sociological analysis, marked by our observation of an evolution in the 

translation of Text 2 when compared to Text 1: we have attested that both Texts tend to 

give the juridical Spanish versions a more ‘mundane’ tone than what can be grasped in 

the English version. However, when translating Text 2, the translator utilised different 

devices such as changes of the semantic prosody, and the inclusion of numerous 

synonyms where there is only repetition in the original. This is influenced by a certain 

understanding of the Spanish cultural capital by the productive agent and his/her habitus, 
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thus there is a marked social influence on the linguistic construction of the texts. This can 

be seen reflected back into society in the way that a Spanish reader of the juridical text 

would effectively recognise Text 2 as related to their culture, and thus will feed the 

understanding of Spanish society of their own cultural capital.  

On a further research final note, it would be deeply interesting to study future 

translations of juridical texts of the EU after the happening of Brexit, as English as a 

lingua franca might with time be overlooked. Besides, it would be also compelling to 

investigate and analyse whether our results can be extrapolated to other translations of 

the same texts explored in this dissertation to see whether this is just a case of the Spanish 

culture and language, or it is applicable to other languages or societies. On this same 

sense, another further research discussion could be derived of the question of whether 

these results apply to other juridical texts and not only those which are related to the 

regulation of languages.  
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Appendix 1: Text 1, Regulation No. 1 

English version: 
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Spanish version: 
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Appendix 2: Text 2, Multilingualism 

English version: 
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Spanish version: 
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